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The tenth day of the event was on 06th March, 2022. The topic of the day was 'City of
Maharashtra’. The speaker of the day was Manav Jawrani (D10A) who talked about the famous
city ‘Bombay’.

The viewers were given general information of Mumbai like its old name was ‘Bombay’ and it is
the second most populous city after Delhi in 2018 given by the United Nations.Secondly the
history of Mumbai , how it was formed by combination of seven islands viz. Isle of Bombay,
Parel, Mazagaon, Mahim, Colaba, Worli, and Old Woman's Island (also known as Little
Colaba).Also the seven islands that constitute Mumbai were earlier home to communities of
Marathi language speaking Koli people.

Nextly,the speaker addressed the geographical points like Mumbai is on a narrow peninsula on the
southwest of Salsette Island and also the city district region is also commonly referred to as the
Island City or South Mumbai.The total area of Mumbai is 603.4 km2 (233 sq mi).Moving further
economic angle of city for shown to viewers , stating that Mumbai is the economic capital of india
and good contributor in India’s economy of 6.16%.It serves as an economic hub of India,
contributing 10% of factory employment, 25% of industrial output, 33% of income tax collections,
60% of customs duty collections, 20% of central excise tax collections, 40% of India's foreign
trade and ₹4,000 crore (US$530 million) in corporate taxes. Also Mumbai is known for its stock
exchange i.e 'The BSE'.

The end of the day covered the most interesting points viz transport and media.
Transport , which is the major part of any city in its growth.Public transport systems in Mumbai
include the Mumbai Suburban Railway, Monorail, Metro, Brihanmumbai Electric Supply and
Transport (BEST) buses, black-and-yellow meter taxis, auto rickshaws and ferries.The Mumbai
Suburban Railway, popularly referred to as ‘Locals’ forms the backbone of the city's transport
system.And the media , Mumbai has numerous newspaper publications, television and radio
stations. Mumbai is the hub film industry of India.

Lastly,the day was concluded with a vote of thanks given by Ishaan Jukar (D8).
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